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The Monthly Observations
for February 2021

Welcome to Psychic & Energy Work’s Observations for “February 2021”. They profile this month’s
energetic rhythms and link to this year’s forecast. They aim to help you learn and process spiritual
and energetic life. Implicit in this are intuitive and invisible dimensions. Insights about collective
rhythms can be useful when life’s challenging. They help us link back into the big picture – what’s
truly real universally.
Scroll down for the Observations about This Month;
click here to read about this year; and/or
visit The Archives to read about last month or earlier.

Would you rather hear the Monthly Observations? order your files here…

In case you missed this on the Home Page...
Psychic & Energy Work offers face-to-face, phone and email consultations – every format is just as
effective. It’s set up to meet social distancing requirements. To make a booking or explore what
format suits you, get in contact here. I only log on to emails Monday to Friday mornings so call or
sms if you want a faster reply.

Have you heard about my Clearing Cards®?
… they help you get back to your spiritual core. Life functions best when we release egoic dynamics
on a conscious (choosing!) level. After shuffling the deck, I pulled the card shown in the image to the
right. There is no such thing as coincidence, especially when we embrace spiritually intuitive
wavelengths! Reading through this month’s Observations, you are likely to sense the aptness of the
card’s message….

There are 80 Clearing Cards® to a set with each one offering two levels of message. Either or both
can help you learn and shift through dynamics; learn about energy; intuit. It’s amazing what morphs
when we breathe, release grips and let divine will prevail. To purchase a set or read more about my
Clearing Cards, go through to my Shop or click here.
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“FEBRUARY”S NUMBERS
Every month brings its own dynamics which interact with the year’s chart. Outlined below are the
main numbers followed by my Observations.
This Month’s Profile
each year

in 2021

2

2023/7

M.O. - how we’re likely to arrive at that point

42/6

137/2

Reality Number - the spiritual result(s) of doing such things

44/8

2160/9

Birth Number - what we’re here to be/become & exemplify again

“February 2021”s numerological tally….
Combined with the year’s numerological profile, this month produces the following count. Examining
a chart from this angle can help us understand what’s going on. It doesn’t, in itself, signal “good” or
“bad” (life often delivers a mix). What we can find initially jarring often promotes better existence. A
count like this can help us process and make sense of things. When a number presents three or more
times, its energetic and spiritual themes (and lessons!) increase.
The tally for this month is:
Number

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Frequency

3

6

9

2

3

3

2

2

1

2

Let’s look more closely at this…..

“February”s birth numbers are “2” and “2023/7” as birth numbers
we’ll learn about positioning and let new wisdoms in
“2”s were loud last month; “5”s, too, came in so “February” should feel okay. I am not suggesting
there’ll be no up’s or down’s, but continuing patterns often make for smoother sailing. “2” is a place
for relating smoothly; a time to discover how to do such things again. We often learn best through
what “is not”. It helps us get wiser in practically spiritual ways. Life’s always full of people dynamics
which can become louder when “2”s feature. We’ve had high tallies of this number for a while now
which doesn’t mean no challenge but, rather, a time to enhance stances and placements. “2” is a
zone that helps us dance better even if we’re seasoned players! It’s also a place for observing
dynamics; witnessing before we choose to step in.
The decade “202-“ is concerned with helping us all step into this. Relative placement – “me” vs
“other” – is another way to read “2”. This flags self’s focus upon breathing, observing; getting it right,
day after day. It can manifest as relationship issues in business, family, friendship groups, intimately.
“1” is self preparing to merge, getting to know what it thinks and wants. “2” helps us step into the
world having focused upon our path. It can, therefore, seem a more social chapter; time for bonding,
merging, indoctrinating, existing well. Inherent in this can be undercurrents wherever people pursue
overly-selfish goals. Any dynamic which can surface via people – egoic or divine self – can show us
new things. If life’s aim is to help us do, be and co-create well, “2” is the time that guides us on this.
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So? “2” can denote misunderstandings, underhanded wavelengths, ego too at work. It signals a
heightening of socialising wavelengths - good, bad, indifferent. Designed to help us step in sync,
however, this phase can nudgie selves to groups and placements that feel truer. How we place self
and what we learn as a result are definitely “2” dynamics and lessons. “7” flags a time for practical
wisdom; getting and knowing it inside and out. This number presents via “2023” which has two more
“2”s in it. Through relating, time out, perhaps lack/loss/more space and the need to express as best
we can, we’re due to receive insights that help us get on and lift up all over again.
“7” is also “learn” as it is “teach” – wisdom passed on; info flowing well. In this sense, it flags
mindfulness as an obstacle or boon. “7” chapters often find people too heady – stuck in their
thoughts a little too much. Even if one clears energetically, such phases can make it harder to switch
off. Through this, “7” highlights the power of meditation and time out as rebalancing tools. It often
corners people to do more of such things (forcing them into what, for them, is spiritual). “7”, after all
– like every other number – doesn’t only target physical life. It’s universal wisdom, truth and
perspectives, and how we can help or obstruct such vibes.
Knowing how to breathe, relax, let go, let G-d, etc always pays well. Even when life seems unsure,
“7” flags the need to spiritually “I know”. It’s “get out of your head and allow Source to ‘speak’” – i.e.
connect to receive intuitively. This can present as a personal choice or be propelled by other beings.
“7” is “connect to higher self – the universe – to learn something more, then use it well”. We tend to
do that best when we release all opinion and let insights flow. Here, this number speaks of floating in
the ozone as a part of a collective that’s always being well. The more we know/remember that life
and Source have our back (and get out of our way!), the more real-world, soul-level life manifests.
So, this is a month that’s likely to help us notice how we mingle and what to do from there. You’ll
sense how such rhythms could help you get smarter in future-sustaining ways. “7” can hint at too
much thinking – e.g. the world is flat (“I know it all”). We can channel such vibes without even
thinking. Don’t be surprised if “February” helps your mind and self-talk become more universal.

This month’s M.O.s are “42/6” and “137/2”
genuineness, truth and balance will help stuff shift
The M.O. symbolises how we are due to step into, learn and channel the birth number states. How
we evolve/“get there” is a big part of journeying and assimiliating well. Each year, “February” brings
“6” as its M.O.; this year also offers “137/2”. Do you notice the vibes “2”, “7” and “3” repeating
here? This makes reinforcement likely on my Observations above. Let’s have a look at the numbers
“6”, “4”, “3” and “11” to get a feel for how things will play out.
“6” tends to bring more help, support and kindness back in ways we notice. It denotes the aspects of
love, care, nurturing, giving, support. “6” teaches and serves; it helps where it’s meant to; and shows
us all how to do that (again). In this sense, it reflects a time for more balance because that’s how
love grows in any phase! “6” is “get real” to self then others; authenticity, lived and breathed. Here,
it pulls people out of their closets to truly live, grow, be. As a zone, then, it can nudge selves out of
faking, pulling, pushing or willing too hard. Real love receives; just be’s – no effort. “6” comes to
help self birth and channel more of that.
“6” can also find life flowing better – all of a sudden, acknowledgement of self comes back. It can
want people resting more; taking time out to process, rebalance, grieve, heal. “6” is “heal self” release from patterns energetic, mental, emotional, physical. Out of this, can surface the need to
change stances – move closer or further away. Love always blooms if we hold the right distance.
Trust your gut to help every-one and -thing full life. Love can exist as a universal rhythm when selves
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sit where they feel they need to. It’s not a place for labelling too much; it’s just a zone for letting life
flow. Tension only builds when we position a little too closely to things we don’t like/want. “6” asks
us to relax and give all space back to Source so as to witness and sense what to do next. It visits to
help us re-align well – a bit like a tea break. It flags that healthy pause in proceedings which enables
catharsis and wider world views. Implicit in this are intuitive insights which tend to flow best when
we give them room to.
So? In balancing out and nurturing “6” wavelengths, we’re due to help life flow better again.
“137/2” is a powerful number because, through it, “11” subtly presents. This month’s chart bears
three master numbers which up the spiritual side of things. “1” flags a time for getting to know self
as a value-add all over again. It helps us take our place (“2”!) as centred beings who can work with
what life brings constructively. “1” denotes adult; spiritual self-ness leading, sharing and mentoring
things. It can be a time that wants us more present, grounded in soul, honouring gut. Just like Metal
Ox, it can ask us to honour/represent what we intuitively know to be right. “February” could,
therefore, ask you to focus a little more on your path (not on other life). “1” can firm us up as
engaged beings, healthily separate and unentwined. True flow asks people to let go of all other so as
to partner now optimally. Together with this year’s three “5”s, “137” could encourage people to
stick (more) to their guns (more) spiritually.
Change, after all, is a boat with a rudder that self has a grip of (together with Source). We always get
to choose how we respond even when that’s unconscious. “137/2” marks a time to become wise(-r)
again. Subtle “11” suggests powerful moments. This vibe denotes truths, as bigger pictures, popping
in. Through this, self starts to fathom what is happening in more wholistic, spiritual terms. Source
often uses invisible or sudden dynamics to nudge us out of faithlessness, childishness, self-ishness.
“1” wants soul channelled; being without fear; uniqueness that’s valued and engaging well. That
tends to start on invisible layers as insight, thought, perceptual shift. “137”, “11” and “7” are aligned
in their aim of seeking more authentic inter-connection. If Source is real, benevolent and constantly
“here”, the only job is to breathe and let It in. Through this, self tends to get guidance on whatever’s
happening, good or bad. There is no weak spot in creation or self until (and unless!) egoic self
prevails.
All in all, then, this “February” could draw what is spiritual more to the fore. Life’s always seeking
that but the birth numbers and M.O.s seem determined to help goodness grow. That’s always a
dance class – a time for stumbling and regrouping; learning in the moment; letting go of self. Release
work helps soul come to the surface ‘cos we give Source the room to do, be and know, and guide us
well. By minding our own business and letting all things shift, life often turns out really well. Sudden
shifts of gear could abound this month with the aim of helping you in such ways. “11” and “5” like to
trigger the unexpected in ways that see goals more considerately met.

clearings, healings & meditations over the phone
… not to mention readings and other forms of energy work. Sometimes, life presents in ways that
stun us – often just as we need to stay grounded. Via WhatsApp, Skype, phone, video or email, I tune
into what’s been happening to help you understand and clear it. Sessions are recorded so that you
can revisit the guidance you’re given. To enquire or make a booking, click here.
you can read reviews about me here
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The reality numbers are “44/8” and “2160/9”
we’ll learn a little more about closure, success, building well
“4” flags awareness; “8”, what success means; “9”, endings which help futures bloom. Much of these
shifts occur in the mind realm; closure often starts with what’s perceptual. “4” is the builder,
suggesting that this month will help us deduce a few things. Sharper again only assists, no matter
how, why, when. This vibe can also represents models; the theories of life each self ticks to. We’re
here to discover our model with practice; live and add value however we do. Tension can mount
when we harbour dynamics that don’t sit so well at the end of the day. Any-one or -thing that
suppresses breath or being can create downward states. “4” helps us get our recipes right by living
and approaching all things truly. This can require the release or upheaval of habits or frameworks.
We all belong on our own level and that’s not a place that’s meant to feel isolated. There are
thousands of “suburbs” – levels of being - and life’s not always about staying where we started in.
Thus, learning how to build and contribute better/tighter could surface this month. As we do this, we
will hit on “success” – what it is for “me” and what it requires. Gaining is a place where receiving
matters; life’s not a realm for only leading, giving, driving. Here, presents “3”, a number that seeks
healthy flow at all times. “5” wants this, too – it’s going with the flow well. Do you sense harmony
moving back into the foreground? We only build well – long-term in ways that stay good – when we
anchor into physically, practically, soulful being.
Another Observation about this “February” is how “9” revisits. This number seeks the end of
anything that’s old, redundant, unproductive, stale. It’s the last moment before a new 9-stage phase
starts rolling through. As such, it’s a time that often helps people clean up and sort out whatever
they need to. “9” is about the future we can birth now; knowing how to usher new vistas in. That
can involve whole new dynamics or see current ones continuing. “9” also targets perceptual stances
because thoughts and feelings affect all else. In this sense, it can cause people to slow down, reboot
and realign things. “9” is, therefore, “clean out the carport for all the new stuff that’s now on its
way”. We don’t always embrace a “9” zone with fervour but, like every other number, it helps us on
our spiritual way.
So, the end points – this month – want odd things cleaned-up so as to foster future good. Creating
space is key in manifesting, witnessing, empowering things. Egoic self tends to fill its space right up
because it is so physically- and logically-skewed. Yet, we’re souls first and foremost – even if that’s
too much; i.e. here to integrate energetically. This month could help you to merge with self better –
your own or other beings’ - to the next degree. It could be potent given three master numbers and
the beginning of the Metal Ox year. Awareness and learning will hover in the background, helping to
empower and inspire selves. This year wants change; parameters stretching - the key message
being… go for it! Embrace life fully, remembering focus; there is no lack unless egoic self is too loud.
There’s no need to fear missing out unless you’re affirming limitation. If anyone else on the planet
can do it, why the blazes can’t you, too?! The more we remember these sorts of isms, the more we’ll
manifest perfectly in spiritual terms. The universe is abundance and fullness. Do what you can to
help that in. “February” is due to challenge, stretch, dare and reward, especially where we honour
what is divine in every sense.

What about your chart?
We each have a specific numerological profile that stems from our date of birth, full birth name and
last birthday. I’ve outlined the collective rhythms for this month but have not talked about your
personal chart. Readings that merge numbers with intuitive downloads can help you transition
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through all sorts of things. They’re all about soul - linking to and channelling it more - and what can
occur when we do this.
To book a session concerning past, present or future, or energetic phenomena, click here;
Organise meditation sessions and files here; and audio files here;
Buy my Clearing Cards® here;
Read about last month or earlier in The Archives;
Check out my courses;
Read some articles; and
Come back from 8th February to hear this month’s interview with Michael Hunter on Three D Radio’s
Metaphysical Show. We never know what’s going to happen as the program goes to air on the first
Thursday of every month. We offer free readings - email your date of birth and question or topic for
next month to metaphysicalshow@gmail.com. The program likes to be interactive and your details
aren’t used for any other purpose. Join us live-to-air on Thursday 4th at threedradio.com from 9pm,
Adelaide (South Australia) time or visit here to listen to it from the 8th.

To send through your questions or booking requests,
click on the numbers to the left of this screen (or click here!).
Best of strides forward to you this month
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